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Story
A young reporter on assignment is attacked and
bitten by an unknown beast in rural Northern
California and begins a terrifying but seductive
transformation into a being with a dual nature, both
man and wolf.
The Edgar Award–winning author of Never Trust a
Dead Man puts a terrifying spin on what should be a
typical night in a small town. Sixteen-year-old Kerry
has got a tough night ahead of her. What begins as
a simple lost-and-found trip to the laundromat to
rescue her little brother’s stuffed koala bear turns
into a nightmarish odyssey of murder, vampires,
and—quite possibly—true love. “Interview with a
Vampire for the learner's permit set.” —The Horn
Book “A freshly written thriller, an offbeat love story,
an engaging twist on the vampire novel, and an
exciting tale of moral complexity . . . . Point [this]
book at the Lois Duncan fans as well as Anne Rice
followers, and get out of the way.” —The Bulletin
“[Vande Velde] is a master at taking traditional fairytale-like themes and making them fresh and totally
unique. Companions of the Night . . . does that for
the vampire story . . . . The narrative is tightly wound,
keeping readers ready for excitement and action.”
—Emma Carbone, New York Public Library
See the difference, read #1 bestselling author Anne
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Rice in Large Print * About Large Print All Random
House Large Print editions are published in a
16-point typeface In the latest installment of The
Vampire Chronicles, Anne Rice summons up
dazzling worlds to bring us the story of Armand eternally young, with the face of a Botticelli angel.
Armand, who first appeared in all his dark glory more
than twenty years ago in the now-classic Interview
with the Vampire, the first of The Vampire
Chronicles, the novel that established its author
worldwide as a magnificent storyteller and creator of
magical realms. Now, we go with Armand across the
centuries to the Kiev Rus of his boyhood - a ruined
city under Mongol dominion - and to ancient
Constantinople, where Tartar raiders sell him into
slavery. And in a magnificent palazzo in the Venice
of the Renaissance we see him emotionally and
intellectually in thrall to the great vampire Marius,
who masquerades among humankind as a
mysterious, reclusive painter and who will bestow
upon Armand the gift of vampiric blood. As the novel
races to its climax, moving through scenes of luxury
and elegance, of ambush, fire, and devil worship to
nineteenth-century Paris and today's New Orleans,
we see its eternally vulnerable and romantic hero
forced to choose between his twilight immortality and
the salvation of his immortal soul.
When reporter Reuben Golding arrives at a secluded
mansion at the request of the home's mysterious
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female owner, he doesn't expect this assignment will
lead to him being inexplicably attacked-bitten-by a
beast shadowed in darkness. This single event
prompts a terrifying but seductive transformation that
both opens Reuben's eyes to what was previously
unseen and unknown, and leads to even more
questions. Why was he given this wolf gift? Is its
nature good or evil? And is he now all alone in this
mysterious new world?
Hundreds of entries discuss various topics related to
the Anne Rice series of vampire novels, and include
characters, themes, places, and symbolism in the
novels
In a gripping feat of storytelling, Anne Rice continues
the extraordinary Vampire Chronicles that began
with the now-classic Interview with the Vampire. For
centuries, Lestat—vampire-hero, enchanter, seducer
of mortals—has been a courted prince in the dark and
flourishing universe of the living dead. Now he is
alone. And in his overwhelming need to destroy his
doubts and his loneliness, Lestat embarks on the
most dangerous enterprise he has undertaken in all
the years of his haunted existence. Look for a
special preview of Anne Rice’s Prince Lestat in the
back of the book. The Vampire Chronicles continue
in Prince Lestat and the Realms of Atlantis, available
for pre-order now. Praise for The Tale of the Body
Thief “Tinged with mystery, full of drama . . . The
story is involving, the twists surprising.”—People
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“Rice is our modern messenger of the occult, whose
nicely updated dark-side passion plays twist and turn
in true Gothic form.”—San Francisco Chronicle “Fastpaced . . . . mesmerizing . . . silkenly sensuous . . .
No one writing today matches her deftness with the
erotic.”—The Atlanta Journal-Constitution “Hypnotic .
. . masterful.”—Cosmopolitan
In a cold cemetery just outside American Fork, Utah,
zombie slayer Ranger Martin sets his trap, four gas
drums strung together and the barrel of his shotgun
acting as the fuse. The undead crowd erupts in a
blaze of body parts. If only all of Ranger's enemies
would die this way. What Ranger doesn't know is his
greatest foe may not be a hungry horde after all, but
a vicious fiend bent on destroying the planet. They
came from the sky. No one knew what to call them.
By that time, it was too late. The dreaded lights from
their ships plunged the world into darkness and
everyone from Oregon to Virginia had disappeared.
Now, with the towns and cities empty, no one will be
able to stop the invaders' brutal assault on the
survivors. That is, no one except for Ranger Martin
and a group of young tagalongs eager to once again
reclaim the globe as their home. Together, they fight
the elements, kill alien and zombie alike, and liberate
the weak from their military oppressors. But will
Ranger have enough time to defeat another wave of
silver ships screaming toward Earth before it delivers
its fatal payload? Or will he succumb to the whims of
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a sadistic, power-hungry general obsessed with
eliminating anyone threatening his plans?
Anne Rice, creator of the Vampire Lestat, the
Mayfair witches and the amazing worlds they inhabit,
now gives us the first in a new series of novels linked
together by the fledgling vampire David Talbot, who
has set out to become a chronicler of his fellow
Undead. The novel opens in present-day Paris in a
crowded café, where David meets Pandora. She is
two thousand years old, a Child of the Millennia, the
first vampire ever made by the great Marius. David
persuades her to tell the story of her life. Pandora
begins, reluctantly at first and then with increasing
passion, to recount her mesmerizing tale, which
takes us through the ages, from Imperial Rome to
eighteenth-century France to twentieth-century Paris
and New Orleans. She carries us back to her mortal
girlhood in the world of Caesar Augustus, a world
chronicled by Ovid and Petronius. This is where
Pandora meets and falls in love with the handsome,
charismatic, lighthearted, still-mortal Marius. This is
the Rome she is forced to flee in fear of
assassination by conspirators plotting to take over
the city. And we follow her to the exotic port of
Antioch, where she is destined to be reunited with
Marius, now immortal and haunted by his vampire
nature, who will bestow on her the Dark Gift as they
set out on the fraught and fantastic adventure of their
two turbulent centuries together. Look for Anne
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Rice’s new book, Prince Lestat and the Realms of
Atlantis, coming November 29, 2016.
Interview with the Vampire: Claudia's StoryYen Press
The spellbinding classic that started it all from the #1
New York Times bestselling author “A magnificent,
compulsively readable thriller . . . Rice begins where
Bram Stoker and the Hollywood versions leave off and
penetrates directly to the true fascination of the myth—the
education of the vampire.”—Chicago Tribune Here are
the confessions of a vampire. Hypnotic, shocking, and
chillingly sensual, this is a novel of mesmerizing beauty
and astonishing force—a story of danger and flight, of
love and loss, of suspense and resolution, and of the
extraordinary power of the senses. It is a novel only
Anne Rice could write.
The hypnotic, deeply seductive novels of Anne Rice
have captivated millions of fans around the world. It all
began a quarter of a century ago with Interview with the
Vampire. Now, in one chilling volume, here are the first
three classic novels of The Vampire Chronicles.
INTERVIEW WITH THE VAMPIRE Witness the
confessions of a vampire. A novel of mesmerizing beauty
and astonishing force, it is a story of danger and flight,
love and loss, suspense and resolution, and the
extraordinary power of the senses. “A magnificent,
compulsively readable thriller . . . Anne Rice begins
where Bram Stoker and the Hollywood versions leave off
and penetrates directly to the true fascination of the
myth–the education of the vampire.” –Chicago Tribune
THE VAMPIRE LESTAT Once an aristocrat from prerevolutionary France, now a rock star in the decadent
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1980s, Lestat rushes through the centuries seeking to
fathom the mystery of his existence. His is a
mesmerizing story–passionate and thrilling. “Frightening,
sensual . . . A psychological, mythological sojourn . . .
Anne Rice will live on through the ages of literature. . . .
To read her is to become giddy as if spinning through the
mind of time.” –San Francisco Chronicle QUEEN OF
THE DAMNED Akasha, the queen of the damned, has
risen from a six-thousand-year sleep to let loose the
powers of the night. She has a marvelously devious plan
to “save” mankind–in this vivid novel of the erotic,
electrifying world of the undead. “With The Queen of the
Damned, Anne Rice has created universes within
universes, traveling back in time as far as ancient, prepyramidic Egypt and journeying from the frozen
mountain peaks of Nepal to the crowded, sweating
streets of southern Florida.” –Los Angeles Times
#1 New York Times Bestselling author - Surrender to
fiction's greatest creature of the night - Book II of the
Vampire Chronicles The vampire hero of Anne Rice’s
enthralling novel is a creature of the darkest and richest
imagination. Once an aristocrat in the heady days of prerevolutionary France, now a rock star in the demonic,
shimmering 1980s, he rushes through the centuries in
search of others like him, seeking answers to the
mystery of his eternal, terrifying exsitence. His is a
mesmerizing story—passionate, complex, and thrilling.
Praise for The Vampire Lestat “Frightening, sensual . . .
Anne Rice will live on through the ages of literature. . . .
To read her is to become giddy as if spinning through the
mind of time, to become lightheaded as if our blood is
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slowly being drained away.”—San Francisco Chronicle
“Fiercely ambitious, nothing less than a complete
unnatural history of vampires.”—The Village Voice
“Brilliant . . . its undead characters are utterly
alive.”—The New York Times Book Review “Luxuriantly
created and richly told.”—The Cleveland Plain Dealer
The Vampire Chronicles continue with Anne Rice’s
spellbinding new novel, in which the great vampire
Marius returns. The golden-haired Marius, true Child of
the Millennia, once mentor to The Vampire Lestat,
always and forever the conscientious foe of the Evil
Doer, reveals in his own intense yet inti- mate voice the
secrets of his two-thousand-year existence. Once a
proud Senator in Imperial Rome, kidnapped and made a
“blood god” by the Druids, Marius becomes the
embittered protector of Akasha and Enkil, Queen and
King of the vampires, in whom the core of the
supernatural race resides. We follow him through his
heartbreaking abandonment of the vampire Pandora.
Through him we see the fall of pagan Rome to the
Emperor Constantine and the horrific sack of the Eternal
City itself at the hands of the Visigoths. Bravely, Marius
seeks a new civilization in the midst of glittering
Constantinople, only to meet with the blood drinker
Eudoxia. We see him ultimately returning to his beloved
Italy, where after the horrors of the Black Death, he is
restored by the beauty of the Renaissance. We see him
become a painter living dangerously yet happily among
mortals, giving his heart to the great Botticelli, to the
bewitching courtesan Bianca, and to the mysterious
young apprentice Armand. Moving from Rome to
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Florence, Venice, and Dresden, and to the English castle
of the secret scholarly order of the Talamasca, the novel
reaches its dramatic finale in our own time, deep in the
jungle where Marius, having told his life story, seeks
some measure of justice from the oldest vampires in the
world.
A woman commits suicide for no apparent reason. A
week later, her son—beautiful, troubled fifteen-year-old
Mark Underhill—vanishes from the face of the earth. To
his uncle, horror novelist Timothy Underhill, Mark’s
inexplicable absence feels like a second death. After his
sister-in-law’s funeral, Tim searches his hometown of
Millhaven for clues that might help him unravel this
mystery of death and disappearance. He soon learns
that a pedophilic murderer is on the loose in the vicinity,
and that shortly before his mother’s suicide Mark had
become obsessed with an abandoned house where he
imagined the killer might have taken refuge. No mere
empty building, the house on Michigan Street whispers
from attic to basement with the echoes of a long-hidden
true-life horror story, and Tim Underhill comes to fear
that in investigating its unspeakable history, Mark
stumbled across its last and greatest secret: a ghostly
lost girl who may have coaxed the needy, suggestible
boy into her mysterious domain. With lost boy lost girl,
Peter Straub affirms once again that he is the master of
literary horror.
In a feat of virtuoso storytelling, Anne Rice unleashes
Akasha, the queen of the damned, who has risen from a
six-thousand-year sleep to let loose the powers of the
night. Akasha has a marvelously devious plan to “save”
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mankind and destroy the vampire Lestat—in this
extraordinarily sensual novel of the complex, erotic,
electrifying world of the undead. Look for a special
preview of Anne Rice’s Prince Lestat in the back of the
book. The Vampire Chronicles continue in Prince Lestat
and the Realms of Atlantis, available for pre-order now.
Praise for The Queen of the Damned “Mesmerizing . . .
a wonderful web of dark-side mythology.”—San
Francisco Chronicle “With The Queen of the Damned,
Anne Rice has created universes within universes,
traveling back in time as far as ancient, pre-pyramidic
Egypt and journeying from the frozen mountain peaks of
Nepal to the crowded, sweating streets of southern
Florida.”—Los Angeles Times “Imaginative . . .
intelligently written . . . This is popular fiction of the
highest order.”—USA Today “A tour de force.”—The
Boston Globe
In the distant future, somewhere in the galaxy, a world
has evolved where each person has multiple bodies,
cybernetics has abolished privacy, and individual and
family success are reliant upon instantaneous
evaluations of how well each member conforms to the
rigid social system. Young Fift is an only child of the
Staid gender, struggling to maintain zir position in the
system while developing a friendship with the acclaimed
bioengineer Shria—a controversial and intriguing
friendship, since Shria is Vail-gendered. Soon Fift and
Shria unintentionally wind up at the center of a
scandalous art spectacle which turns into a multilayered
Unraveling of society. Fift is torn between zir attraction to
Shria and the safety of zir family, between staying true to
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zir feelings and social compliance . . . when zir personal
crises suddenly take on global significance. What’s a
young Staid to do when the whole world is watching?
When Ashlar learns that another Taltos has been seen,
he is suddenly propelled into the haunting world of the
Mayfair family, the New Orleans dynasty of witches
forever besieged by ghosts, spirits, and their own
dizzying powers. For Ashlar knows this powerful clan is
intimately linked to the heritage of the Taltos. In a
swirling universe filled with death and life, corruption and
innocence, this mesmerizing novel takes us on a
wondrous journey back through the centuries to a
civilization half-human, of wholly mysterious origin, at
odds with mortality and immortality, justice and guilt. It is
an enchanted, hypnotic world that could only come from
the imagination of Anne Rice . . . Praise for Taltos
“Taltos is the third book in a series known as the lives of
the Mayfair witches. . .Their haunted heritage has
brought the family great wealth, which is exercised from
a New Orleans manse with Southern gentility; but of
course such power cannot escape notice . . . or
challenge . . . Rice is a formidable talent. . . . [Taltos]is a
curious amalgam of gothic, glamour fiction, alternate
history, and high soap opera.”—The Washington Post
Book World “Anne Rice will live on through the ages of
literature.”—San Francisco Chronicle “An intricate,
stunning imagination.”—Los Angeles Times Book Review
“Spellbinding . . . mythical . . . Anne Rice is a pure
storyteller.”—Cosmopolitan “Beautifully written.”—Kirkus
Reivews (starred review) “Her power of invention seems
boundless. . . . She has made a masterpiece of the
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morbid, worthy of Poe's daughter. . . . It is hard to praise
sufficiently the originality of Miss Rice.”—The Wall Street
Journal
Following the recent film of Queen of the Damned
(starring the late cult singer Aaliyah and Stuart
Townsend) and the success of her latest novel,
Blackwood Farm, there's been a resurgence of interest
in Lestat, the ultimate vampire creation, and his creatorLestat has returned, and, moving through the worlds of
Blackwood Farm and the Mayfair family, he finds himself
ensnared by love and loyalty. Here are all of the
brilliantly conceived Anne Rice characters that make up
these two worlds of vampires and witches- Mona
Mayfair, who's come to Blackwood Farm to die and is
brought into the realm of the undead-her uncle, Julian
Mayfair, guardian of the family, determined to forever
torment Lestat because of what he has done to MonaRowan Mayfair, brilliant neurosurgeon, a true witch, a
woman who attracts spirits to herself, casts spells on
others and finds herself dangerously drawn to the
undead and all-powerful Lestat-her husband, Michael
Curry, hero of the Mayfair Chronicles, who seeks
Lestat's help with the temporary madness of his wife-Ash
Templeton, a 5,000 year old Taltos, whose genes live on
in the Mayfairs, who has taken Mona's child- Patsy, a
country-western singer, killed by Quinn Blackwood and
dumped in a swamp, who returns as a ghost to avenge
her own death-and at the book's centre - the Vampire
Lestat, once the epitome of evil, now following the
transformation set in motion with Memnoch the Devil,
struggling with his vampiredom, yearning for goodness
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and purity and love as he saves Patsy's ghost from the
dark realm of the Earthbound, uncovers the mystery of
the Taltos, and unselfishly decides the fate of his
beloved Rowan Mayfair. This latest vampire novel will
delight all Anne Rice fans.
In this spellbinding novel, Lestat, rebel outlaw, addresses
the tribe of vampires, telling us the mesmerizing story of
how he became prince of the vampire world, and of the
formation of the Blood Communion, and how his vision
for the Children of the Universe to thrive as one, came to
be. Lestat takes us from his ancestral castle in the snowcovered mountains of France to the verdant wilds of lush
Louisiana, with its lingering fragrances of magnolias and
night jasmine; from the far reaches of the Pacific’s
untouched islands to the 18th-century city of St.
Petersburg and the court of the Empress Catherine. He
speaks of his fierce battle of wits and words with the
mysterious Rhoshamandes, proud Child of the Millennia,
reviled outcast for his senseless slaughter of the
legendary ancient vampire Maharet, avowed enemy of
Queen Akasha, who refuses to live in harmony at court
and who threatens all Lestat has dreamt of . . .
In her new novel, perennial bestseller Anne Rice fuses
her two uniquely seductive strains of narrative -- her
Vampire legend and her lore of the Mayfair witches -- to
give us a world of classic deep-south luxury and
ancestral secrets. Welcome to Blackwood Farm: soaring
white columns, spacious drawing rooms, bright, sundrenched gardens, and a dark strip of the dense Sugar
Devil Swamp. This is the world of Quinn Blackwood, a
brilliant young man haunted since birth by a mysterious
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doppelgänger, “Goblin,” a spirit from a dream world that
Quinn can’t escape and that prevents him from
belonging anywhere. When Quinn is made a Vampire,
losing all that is rightfully his and gaining an unwanted
immortality, his doppelgänger becomes even more
vampiric and terrifying than Quinn himself. As the novel
moves backwards and forwards in time, from Quinn’s
boyhood on Blackwood Farm to present day New
Orleans, from ancient Athens to 19th-century Naples,
Quinn seeks out the legendary Vampire Lestat in the
hope of freeing himself from the spectre that draws him
inexorably back to Sugar Devil Swamp and the explosive
secrets it holds. A story of youth and promise, of loss
and the search for love, of secrets and destiny,
Blackwood Farm is Anne Rice at her mesmerizing best.
THE VAMPIRE WORLD IS IN CRISIS . . . Old vampires,
roused from deep slumber in the earth, are doing the
bidding of a Voice commanding that they indiscriminately
burn their kin in cities across the globe, from Paris to
Mumbai, Hong Kong to San Francisco. Left with little
time to spare, a host of familiar characters including
Louis de Pointe du Lac, Armand, and even the vampire
Lestat, must embark on a journey to discover who—or
what—is driving this mysterious being.
Monsters and shape-shifters have always held a special
fascination in mythologies, legends, and folklore the
world over. From ancient customs to famous cases of
beasts and vampires and their reflections in popular
culture, 600 entries provide definitions, explanations, and
lists of suggested further reading.
For Anne Rice fans and students, this is the only up-toPage 14/21
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date critical companion to the fiction of the world's most
popular writer of supernatural tales.
From Anne Rice, conjurer of the beloved best sellers
Interview with the Vampire and Prince Lestat, an
ambitious and exhilarating new novel of utopian vision
and power "In my dreams, I saw a city fall into the sea. I
heard the cries of thousands. I saw flames that outshone
the lamps of heaven. And all the world was shaken . . ."
--Anne Rice, Prince Lestat and the Realms of Atlantis At
the novel's center: the vampire Lestat de Lioncourt, hero,
leader, inspirer, irresistible force, irrepressible spirit,
battling (and ultimately reconciling with) a strange
otherworldly form that has somehow taken possession of
Lestat's undead body and soul. This ancient and
mysterious power and unearthly spirit of vampire lore
has all the force, history, and insidious reach of the
unknowable Universe. It is through this spirit, previously
considered benign for thousands of vampire years and
throughout the Vampire Chronicles, that we come to be
told the hypnotic tale of a great sea power of ancient
times; a mysterious heaven on earth situated on a
boundless continent--and of how and why, and in what
manner and with what far-reaching purpose, this force
came to build and rule the great legendary empire of
centuries ago that thrived in the Atlantic Ocean. And as
we learn of the mighty, far-reaching powers and
perfections of this lost kingdom of Atalantaya, the lost
realms of Atlantis, we come to understand its secrets,
and how and why the vampire Lestat, indeed all the
vampires, must reckon so many millennia later with the
terrifying force of this ageless, all-powerful Atalantaya
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spirit.
Drawn from his centuries-long slumber, Azriel, an embittered
immortal and Servant of the Bones, becomes a witness to the
murder of an innocent girl, a crime that leads him into the
conflict between a great leader of the Hasidim, and his
stepson, a diabolical cult leader. Reissue.
A richly-illustrated graphic novel adaptation of Anne Rice's
Interview with the Vampire, told through the eyes of the
vampire Claudia, who was just a little girl when she was
turned by the vampire Lestat. Though she spends many
years of happiness with her two vampire fathers, she
gradually grows discontent with their insistence upon treating
her like a little girl, even though she has lived as long as any
mortal man...and her lust to kill is certainly no less than
theirs...
Unlock the more straightforward side of Interview with the
Vampire with this concise and insightful summary and
analysis! This engaging summary presents an analysis of
Interview with the Vampire by Anne Rice, which tells the story
of Louis de Pointe du Lac, a 200-year-old vampire. After
being turned into a vampire by the handsome but utterly
amoral Lestat, Louis lived on a planatation and grew close to
Claudia, a five-year-old girl who was also turned into a
vampire by Lestat, before travelling to Europe to try to unravel
the mystery of his origins. Interview with the Vampire is the
first book in Anne Rice’s series The Vampire Chronicles, and
remains one of the most popular and influential vampire
stories ever written. It was largely responsible for introducing
many of the tropes we associate with the genre, such as
sleeping in coffins and the black attire of vampires, and was
adapted into a film starring Tom Cruise and Brad Pitt in 1994.
Find out everything you need to know about Interview with
the Vampire in a fraction of the time! This in-depth and
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informative reading guide brings you: • A complete plot
summary • Character studies • Key themes and symbols •
Questions for further reflection Why choose
BrightSummaries.com? Available in print and digital format,
our publications are designed to accompany you on your
reading journey. The clear and concise style makes for easy
understanding, providing the perfect opportunity to improve
your literary knowledge in no time. See the very best of
literature in a whole new light with BrightSummaries.com!
In this mesmerizing new novel, Anne Rice demonstrates once
again her gift for spellbinding storytelling and the creation of
myth and magic, as she weaves together two of her most
compelling worlds? those of the Vampire Chronicles and the
Mayfair witches.
With Pandora, Anne Rice began a magnificent new series of
vampire novels. Now, in the second of her New Tales of the
Vampires, she tells the mesmerizing story of Vittorio, a
vampire in the Italian Age of Gold. Educated in the Florence
of Cosimo de' Medici, trained in knighthood at his father's
mountaintop castle, Vittorio inhabits a world of courtly
splendor and country pleasures--a world suddenly threatened
when his entire family is confronted by an unholy power. In
the midst of this upheaval, Vittorio is seduced by the vampire
Ursula, the most beautiful of his supernatural enemies. As he
sets out in pursuit of vengeance, entering the nightmarish
Court of the Ruby Grail, increasingly more enchanted (and
confused) by his love for the mysterious Ursula, he finds
himself facing demonic adversaries, war and political intrigue.
Against a backdrop of the wonders--both sacred and
profane--and the beauty and ferocity of Renaissance Italy,
Anne Rice creates a passionate and tragic legend of doomed
young love and lost innocence.
"STARTLING . . . FIENDISH . . . MEMNOCH'S TALE IS
COMPELLING." --New York Daily News "Like Interview with
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the Vampire, Memnoch has a half-maddened, fever-pitch
intensity. . . . Narrated by Rice's most cherished character,
the vampire Lestat, Memnoch tells a tale as old as Scripture's
legends and as modern as today's religious strife." --Rolling
Stone "SENSUAL . . . BOLD, FAST-PACED." --USA Today
"Rice has penned an ambitious close to this long-running
series. . . . Fans will no doubt devour this." --The Washington
Post Book World "MEMNOCH THE DEVIL OFFERS
PASSAGES OF POETIC BRILLIANCE." --Playboy
"[MEMNOCH] is one of Rice's most intriguing and
sympathetic characters to date. . . . Rice ups the ante, taking
Lestat where few writers have ventured: into heaven and hell
itself. She carries it off in top form." --The Seattle Times
“The Hollywood memoir that tells all . . . Sex. Drugs. Greed.
Why, it sounds just like a movie.”—The New York Times
Every memoir claims to bare it all, but Julia Phillips’s actually
does. This is an addictive, gloves-off exposé from the
producer of the classic films The Sting, Taxi Driver, and Close
Encounters of the Third Kind—and the first woman ever to win
an Academy Award for Best Picture—who made her name in
Hollywood during the halcyon seventies and the yuppieinfested eighties and lived to tell the tale. Wickedly funny and
surprisingly moving, You’ll Never Eat Lunch in This Town
Again takes you on a trip through the dream-manufacturing
capital of the world and into the vortex of drug addiction and
rehab on the arm of one who saw it all, did it all, and took her
leave. Praise for You'll Never Eat Lunch in This Town Again
“One of the most honest books ever written about one of the
most dishonest towns ever created.”—The Boston Globe
“Gossip too hot for even the National Enquirer . . . Julia
Phillips is not so much Hollywood’s Boswell as its
Dante.”—Los Angeles Magazine “A blistering look at La La
Land.”—USA Today “One of the nastiest, tastiest tell-alls in
showbiz history.”—People
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Recounting his first two hundred years of life, a vampire tells
of his erotic alliance with Claudia, whose passions are forever
locked up in the body of a child
Set in nineteenth-century New Orleans, this colorful and
evocative novel captures the lives of the gens de couleur
libre, or the Free People of Color, a dazzling yet damned
class caught between the worlds of white privilege and black
oppression. Reissue. (A Showtime/ABC-TV miniseries,
directed by Peter Medak, produced by Anne Rice, starring
Forest Whitaker, Peter Gallagher, Jennifer Beals, Eartha Kitt,
Pam Grier, Gloria Reuben, & Ben Vereen)
In 1791, plantation owner Louis outside New Orleans has lost
his courage to live. He gets bitten by the vampire Lestat and
is himself turned into one. He hates being a vampire and
refuses to kill humans. Louis and Lestat turn a little girl,
Claudia, into a vampire, and together they live on through the
centuries.
Some legends never die. JEKKU AJ'ERE can see everything
from the start of time to the end, and it's an agonizing curse.
His only chance to bargain for freedom is to find the Oracle
Stone, a magic artifact that was split into four pieces and
hidden centuries ago. LILYA NOOR wants to forget her past
and be immortal, so she agrees to a blood oath that will grant
her eternal life if she delivers the Oracle Stone to her Master
of Magic. Failure is not an option, but what if the stone offers
a better deal than simple immortality? VAELTAJA IEVISIN
has one chance for redemption: the Second Savior.
Presenting the Savior and the lost Oracle Stone to his gods
will end his banishment, but the Savior isn't at all what Taja
expected, and neither is the stone. And how much is
forgiveness worth, anyway, when the gods are never
satisfied? There are higher powers at play, and Jekku, Lilya,
and Taja must pull themselves together or risk losing
everything to the vengeful spirits trapped in the stone. But it's
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hard to save the world when you can't trust anyone, including
yourself, and certainly not the gods. From author Talli L.
Morgan comes a page-turning epic fantasy filled with magic,
mythology, and high-stakes adventure.
Fascination with the dark and death threats are now accepted
features of contemporary fantasy and fantastic fictions for
young readers. These go back to the early gothic genre in
which child characters were extensively used by authors. The
aim of this book is to rediscover the children in their work.
An annotated cosmology of Anne Rice's Vampiredom from
A(kasha) to Z(enobia)--all fifteen books of the Vampire
Chronicles detailed, by a longtime Anne Rice reader and
scholar; the who, what, where, why, (and often) how of her
beloved characters, mortal and 'im', brought together in a
book for the first time. Illustrated by Mark Edward Geyer. An
Alphabettery of Anne Rice's Vampire Chronicles gathers
together, from all fifteen of the books in the series, the facts,
details, story lines, genealogies of her characters, vampiric
subjects, geographical influences, and cultural and individual
histories, all of which Rice painstakingly researched and
invented during her 40-year career--to date--through which
she has enchanted and transported us. Here are concise,
detailed biographies of every character, no matter how central
or minor to the cosmology. Revealed are the intricacies and
interconnectedness of characters and subjects throughout.
We see how Akasha (Queen of Egypt and the first vampire) is
connected to Mekare (the inheritor of the title of the Queen of
the Damned), etc., and how these characters connect back to
the darkest rebel outlaw of them all, Lestat de Lioncourt ...
And we see, as well, the ways in which Rice's vampires have
evolved from warring civilizations to isolated covens to a
unified race of blood drinkers led by their hero-wanderer and
sole monarch, Prince Lestat. For devoted and first-time Anne
Rice readers alike, An Alphabettery of Anne Rice's Vampire
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Chronicles will be the holy grail of lore and revelation for
those who have been, and continue to be, mesmerized by the
worlds within worlds of these beloved tales of the undead.
In the first installment of New Moon, Bella and Edward find
themselves facing new obstacles, including a devastating
separation, the mysterious appearance of dangerous wolves
roaming the forest in Forks, a terrifying threat of revenge from
a female vampire and a deliciously sinister encounter with
Italy's reigning royal family of vampires: the Volturi.
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